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pples abound more
in New England …
than in any other
country. Cider is the
common drink of all its inhabitants, the
rich and poor alike,” observed former
president of Yale Timothy Dwight in
1821. In early America, most apples were
grown for drinking, not eating. Hard cider
reigned as the queen of beverages (alongside
“King Rum”). Cider (the naturally fermented
juice of apples) was considerably tastier and safer
to drink at that time than water. It was cheaper,
simpler, and easier to make than beer, requiring less
work, skill, or specialized equipment. Before pasteurization,
most beers kept for only a few days to weeks, while cider
could keep for years, although it only had to last until next
year’s apple crop came in. Unlike wine, tea, or coffee, it was
grown locally. (It has only been in the past few decades
that New England grew grapes worthy of making anything
more than jelly.) Good Yankee that he was, John Adams,
our second President, began each day of his long life with
a glass of hard cider. Most farm families put down ten or

ts

more 32-gallon barrels of cider each
fall, or well over a barrel for every
man, woman, and child.
Although familiar with cider,
most of the English women and men
who came to settle New England in
the early 1600s were beer drinkers.
Unfortunately, English yeasts and
brewing techniques did not adapt well
to their new land. Settlers found only
native crab apples growing wild here,
but soon domesticated apple trees were
introduced from the old world. Once those
trees matured, hard apple cider, long popular in
parts of rural England and northwestern Europe, was
made in abundance and enjoyed year-round. Unlike the
laboriously cultivated grain and hops required to brew
beer, for most farmers cider apples were virtually free for
the picking. Each farm had an orchard, and most 19thcentury New England towns had at least four or five
cider mills. Some mills were permanent structures with
a massive wooden press and “nut mill” (a horse-powered
apple crusher). Others were just the equipment, which

Political cartoon from the Presidential election of 1840.
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the owner stored in the corner of his barn
most of the year and erected every fall. While
Massachusetts had over a thousand cider mills, in
the 1830s it only had a single small brewery, the
Boston Beer Company, catering to urban and
maritime markets. (It should not to be confused
with the modern company of the same name
that today makes Samuel Adams beer…and
Angry Orchard hard cider.)
Cider mill owners typically had large
orchards, making cider for themselves and
considerably more for sale. They then rented use
of their mill to neighbors, who paid a per-barrelmade user’s fee to crush and press their own
apples. Barrels of juice were allowed to ferment
in home root cellars, a relatively quick and
simple process that yielded a tangy apple wine of
about 5% or 6% alcohol. A fair amount of that
cider was distilled into more potent brandy, and
more still was made into applejack by allowing
hard cider to freeze and thereby concentrate the
alcohol content.
“If orchards with the ruddy apples glow,
Now with the juice let cider presses flow…”
Hard cider is making a big comeback
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in 21st-century America. Production more
than tripled from 2011 to 2013, from 9.4
million gallons to 32 million gallons. Hard
cider continues to grow in popularity, with
over a billion dollars in sales by 2015 and 800
commercial cider makers in the United States
today. We also import cider, especially from
Britain, France, and Spain. Hard ciders vary
considerably, from dry to sweet, tart or rich, still
or fizzy, and clear to cloudy, with one or more
sure to please most palates. Made from fresh
juice, most with few additives and naturally
gluten-free, hard cider also is a good source of
Vitamin C and other antioxidants.
The recent boom in hard cider, yoked to its
deep historic roots in New England, has inspired
our first Celebration of Cider and Music Festival.
On Sunday, October 14, we will showcase hard
cider as part of our fall Apple and Agriculture
Days. Along with tastings of several hard and
sweet ciders, we will feature musical acts to
enjoy at multiple stages throughout the Village.
Our Lyford-Hutchins cider mill will also be in
operation on that and other October weekends.
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